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AL YAH 3 RECOVERY AND ORBIT TRANSFER DESIGN 

Marc D DiPrinzio*, Peter J Edelman†, Gregory Fruth‡, Jose J Guzman§,  
John W Hartmann,** Rosemary C Huang,†† James W Gearhart,‡‡ 

Demyan V Lantukh,§§ Robert E Markin,*** and Christopher L Ranieri††† 

After an Ariane 5 ECA launch anomaly, the Al Yah 3 spacecraft required signif-

icantly more fuel to reach its desired GEO mission orbit slot. Northrop Grumman 

Innovation Systems and The Aerospace Corporation partnered to design an orbit 

transfer recovery that maximized mission life.  By using specialized trajectory 

optimization tools, a recovery was found that maximized the combined perfor-

mance of three different propulsion systems.  A tool that optimizes the end-to-end 

transfer was critical to the design process and is shown to produce better results 

compared to recovery options designed using experience and intuition alone.  

More than 8 years of Al Yah 3’s mission life was salvaged. 

INTRODUCTION 

On January 25, 2018, an Ariane 5 ECA launch vehicle experienced an anomaly that placed its 

dual payloads, Al Yah 3 and SES-14, in the wrong injection orbit.  The launch anomaly left the two 

spacecraft significantly farther from their final geosynchronous (GEO) mission orbit than desired.  

SES-14 was built by Airbus and featured an electric propulsion (EP) system with sufficient fuel 

reserves to allow the spacecraft to eventually reach GEO.  Al Yah 3, built by Northrop Grumman 

Innovation Systems (NGIS) for Yahsat from the United Arab Emirates, was also equipped with an 

EP system on-board capable of accomplishing orbit raising; however, the mission was nominally 

designed to utilize only its chemical propulsion system to reach GEO and had insufficient chemical 
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propellant reserves to overcome the launch anomaly.  NGIS was not planning on performing an EP 

orbit raising (EPOR) sequence, but due to the launch vehicle anomaly, Yahsat made the decision 

to press the EP system into service for mission recovery purposes.  This paper focuses on the re-

covery plan development and execution that allowed Al Yah 3 to successfully attain mission orbit 

by supplementing chemical with extended electric propulsion orbit raising. 

IMPACT OF OFF-NOMINAL INSERTION 

The desired geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO) injection orbit and the achieved orbit are 

shown in Table 1. Anomalous insertion conditions resulted from an incorrect setting which fed the 

vehicle the wrong azimuth of 90° instead of 70°.* The most critical errors were to the inclination 

and argument of perigee (AoP), which were off by 17.6° and 51°, respectively. Illustrations showing 

the difference between the actual and desired separation orbits are depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 

2. Introduction of this magnitude of error meant the ascent plan as originally constructed could not 

be executed, and the fuel required to correct exceeded the spacecraft’s total bi-propellant propulsive 

budget.  Additionally, the resulting orbit’s apsidal rotation introduced an urgent need to rapidly 

determine a recovery plan that efficiently utilized Al Yah 3 fuel. The apsidal rotation meant that 

each day spent planning the recovery resulted in a loss of one month in mission life.  Furthermore, 

the radiation environment of the insertion orbit further motivated efforts to quickly determine the 

recovery orbit-raising sequence to avoid harmful effects on the satellite.  

Table 1. Comparison of Planned and Actual Injection Elements from NGIS 

Parameter Expected Actual Units 

Argument of Perigee 178 229 degrees 

Perigee Altitude 250 217 km 

Apogee Altitude 45000 43188 km 

Inclination 3.0 20.6 degrees 

 

Figure 1. Equatorial Injection Orbit Comparison. 

                                                      

* C. Henry, “Bad Coordinates Led Ariane 5 Launch Astray, Investigators Conclude,” SpaceNews. https://space-

news.com/bad-coordinates-led-ariane-5-astray-last-month/ 
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Figure 2. Overhead Injection Orbit Comparison. 

The propulsive impact of the anomaly for Al Yah 3 can be quantified by computing the ideal 

ΔV required to reach GEO from the achieved injection conditions.  The expected GTO injection 

required approximately 1,500 m/s of ideal ΔV to be supplied by the spacecraft to reach its desired 

GEO orbit.  After the launch error, the total ideal ΔV required to reach GEO was increased by 

approximately 50%. Most of the additional ΔV was due to the argument of perigee error. If the line 

of apsides remained in the vicinity of its intended alignment, the large inclination dispersion could 

have been corrected as a simple inclination reduction using dual-purpose apogee burns.  These 

idealized V calculations, while providing a theoretical limit for performance, do not provide the 

full story.  During practical implementation, finite burn losses resulting from the non-zero duration 

required for a maneuver, require additional ΔV to complete the transfer to GEO.  These losses, 

coupled with other less significant implementation losses from orbit determination inaccuracies, 

maneuver execution uncertainties, and hardware limitations, are especially significant for low ac-

celeration EP systems that accelerate over many orbits.  

Given the orbital state at separation, recovering the original full 15-year mission life became an 

impossibility.  The task of the flight operations team was transformed from nominal orbit raising 

to developing a transfer that reached GEO while maximizing residual propellant to provide as much 

Orbital Maneuver Life (OML) as possible.  Conditions at insertion, however, exceeded the capa-

bility of NGIS’s then-available planning software, given that the mission now required: a) optimi-

zation of maneuvers to simultaneously correct large dispersions in multiple orbital elements; and 

b) a hybrid optimization scheme that employed both the chemical and electric on-board propulsion 

systems.  NGIS approached and partnered with The Aerospace Corporation to find a recovery plan 
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that achieved these dual goals (long mission life, short transfer), noting that The Aerospace Corpo-

ration had experience in five other recent satellite recoveries, notably the AEHF-1 anomaly.*   

Al Yah 3 is equipped with chemical thrusters and Hall Current Thrusters (HCT's); however 

nominally, only the chemical engines were intended for orbit raising.  EP was to be utilized only 

for station-keeping. For a nominal launch, Al Yah 3’s bipropellant system had minimal reserves. 

The mono-propellant and EP systems had reserves for minor anomalies but these were insufficient 

to cover the significant fuel increase resulting from the anomalous injection. Recovery therefore 

required the use of both the EP and chemical systems for orbit raising. Station-keeping fuel usage 

rates provided by NGIS indicated that the additional ideal ΔV needed to reach GEO would leave 

at best 9.5 years of OML. Given that the recovery required use of the EP thrusters, the actual re-

covery would provide some amount less than 9.5 years due to expected finite burn losses.  

Based on Aerospace experience, EP finite-burn losses are typically 30-70% of the ideal ΔV for 

minimum time transfers.  Figure 3 shows the impact on OML due to finite burn losses for the ideal 

case – this forms the baseline metric against which potential recoveries are measured in the remain-

der of this paper. Assuming no losses in the chemical phase prior to EPOR and the chemical fuel 

is used optimally, a 70% burn loss during the EP phase, for example, would have resulted in less 

than 4 years of OML.  Realizing this degree of penalty in OML would have resulted in no viable 

business case for Yahsat. In addition to providing sufficient OML, it was desirable to get to the 

mission orbit as soon as possible since Al Yah 3 was to enable new market entries and ventures†,‡.  

As such, time was of the essence in determining a feasible path forward.  Within two days of 

partnering with NGIS, The Aerospace Corporation’s Flight Mechanics Department (FMD) in El 

Segundo had assessed a preliminary recovery sequence. This sequence allowed an initial small burn 

to be performed to dampen the mission life impacts from J2 perturbations.  Within a week, the FMD 

team refined the preliminary plan, optimizing the combined chemical and EPOR transfer sequence.  

Multiple mission trades were performed, assessing how much mission life could be recovered, how 

long it would take to reach GEO, and how to devise a robust sequence that could withstand any 

EPOR “growing pains.” Due to the fact that Al Yah 3 was NGIS’s first-ever spacecraft with EP 

and EPOR was not nominally planned, developing an orbit raising strategy and concept of opera-

tions on the fly stood in contrast to a typical development schedule that includes extensive planning 

and rehearsals prior to launch.  Such rapid prototyping and evaluation of trades was critical to the 

anomaly response effort and are detailed in subsequent sections. 

DEFINING THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 

The Aerospace and NGIS maneuver planning teams collaborated and iterated on a fast-paced 

design cycle to quickly determine performance and develop trade studies.  The teams arrived at a 

mission strategy that maximized the capabilities of the spacecraft, applied an achievable concept 

of operations (CONOPS), and balanced the different/competing goals of the recovery effort. 

                                                      

* J. Ray, “Air Force Satellite's Epic Ascent Should Finish Soon,” Spaceflight Now. https://spaceflightnow.com/at-

las/av019/111009.html 
† “Yahsat readies to launch YahClick across West Africa,” ITWeb Africa. http://www.itwebafrica.com/telecommunica-

tions/satellite/818-africa/244512-yahsat-readies-to-launch-yahclick-across-west-africa 
‡ “Yahsat and Hughes to Form Joint Venture to Deliver Satellite Broadband Services,” PR Newswire. 

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/yahsat-and-hughes-to-form-joint-venture-to-deliver-satellite-broadband-

services-300709185.html 
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Spacecraft 

Al Yah 3 is built on the hybrid bipropellant/EP variant of the NGIS GEOStar-3 and marks the 

first flight of this bus1.  The vehicle has a 100-lbf class bipropellant liquid apogee engine (LAE) 

used for orbit raising and a set of 5-lbf monopropellant Reaction Engine Assemblies (REA) which 

can be used for orbit raising, attitude control, and on-orbit operations.  The EP system utilizes four 

Aerojet Rocketdyne XR-5 Hall current thrusters (HCT), the first use of this EP system on a com-

mercial GEO spacecraft*.  

The availability of three different propulsion systems led to the additional challenge of allocat-

ing propellants to three primary tasks: orbit raising, station-keeping, and disposal/reserves.  As with 

the nominal mission plan, all the available oxidizer was allocated to orbit raising.  Maintaining this 

approach also prescribed a certain percentage of hydrazine to be used in tandem based on the LAE 

oxidizer-to-fuel ratio (O/F).  The conceptual breakdown of allocating the three propellants between 

the three tasks is shown in Figure 4.  Additional constraints for the allocations, as indicated by the 

red outlines in Figure 4, were derived via analysis by NGIS and treated as inputs to the trajectory 

optimization process.  The choice of how much hydrazine or xenon to allocate to orbit raising 

versus station-keeping became an optimization parameter since the station-keeping requirement is 

inversely coupled to propellant used for orbit raising. This hydrazine allocation was determined 

iteratively because optimally both hydrazine and xenon are used for station-keeping. 

                                                      

* “GEOStar-3 Mission Success Enabled by Aerojet Rocketdyne XR-5 Hall Thruster System,” MarketWatch. 

https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/geostar-3-mission-success-enabled-by-aerojet-rocketdyne-xr-5-hall-

thruster-system-2018-08-22 

 

Figure 3. Finite Burn Loss vs. Lifetime Curve 
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Figure 4. Propellant Allocation Considerations 

ORBIT RAISING CONOPS 

NGIS provided the following ground rules, defining the structure of the optimization problem: 

1. Employ the bipropellant LAE thrusters first, executing as few burns as practical with the 

first burn utilized to raise perigee to reduce perturbations due to drag and J2. 

2. Following LAE usage, execute REA maneuvers using an optimized portion of the remain-

ing hydrazine, including all the pre-launch reserves and some reallocation of the East-West 

station-keeping (EWSK) hydrazine. This was to be done with as few burns as possible, 

given thruster constraints. 

3. Perform hardware deployments and initial burn-ins of the HCTs.  

4. Proceed with orbit raising using the HCTs only, using all xenon reserves and an optimized 

portion of the xenon originally allocated to North-South station-keeping (NSSK).   

Aerospace’s objective was to find the optimal combined chemical + EP orbit raising strategy 

that gave the spacecraft a maximized and balanced allocation of EWSK hydrazine and NSSK 

xenon.  These propellant reallocations were an integral part of the optimization in addition to the 

burn timings and directions for all maneuvers. 

Goals 

The overall goal was to maximize OML, but there were several additional distinct and poten-

tially competing goals in designing the transfer orbit.  The two primary objectives for the transfers 

were to reach GEO as soon as possible and to maximize mission life.  These are normally compet-

ing objectives such that transfer time can be traded for mission life and vice versa.  The principal 

design consideration therefore becomes finding a balance where both transfer time and OML are 

acceptable for this mission.  In addition to this principal consideration, however another pair of 

simultaneous goals existed to maximize the performance of the chemical burns before the EP phase 

while also minimizing burn losses during EPOR.  The driving question in this optimal tradeoff 

therefore becomes: What is the ideal intermediate orbit between these two phases to allow both the 

chemical and EP systems to be optimally utilized together?   

Approaches 

There are three possible approaches to the problem of selecting the intermediate orbit: recovery-

by-intuition (i.e. guess the intermediate orbit), recovery-by-brute-force (a 4-D search of semi-major 

axis (SMA), eccentricity, inclination, and argument of perigee), and recovery-by-design (optimize 
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the entire end-to-end, combined chemical-EP transfer in a single optimization problem).  Recovery-

by-brute-force was not an option due to the time-pressure induced by the AoP drift; every day spent 

planning the mission cost nearly a month of OML.  This left recovery-by-intuition and recovery-

by-design as the only two options. 

RECOVERY EFFORT TOOL SUITE 

The Aerospace Corporation has a set of specialized tools for finding optimal transfers using 

chemical propulsion, EP, or both, and experience supporting missions covering a wide set of trans-

fer and propulsion types.  These tools run the range from quick study tools to flight fidelity.  The 

full set was used to explore every aspect of the recovery problem and find the recovery implemented 

to save Al Yah 3.  A brief description of the tools and what role they played is as follows: 

ORBTRAN 

Refined and flight-quality chemical burn optimization is provided by the ORBit TRANsfer tool 

(ORBTRAN).  Developed and maintained at The Aerospace Corporation, this tool models a series 

of finite burns in high fidelity, using a nonlinear programming (NLP) solver to optimize the burn 

sequence.  ORBTRAN has extensive heritage on flight projects and was used to validate the chem-

ical mission strategy found by HYTOP (described below) and produce burn timing and direction 

targets for planning LAE and REA burns for Al Yah 3.  Although not explicitly designed for low 

thrust, the flexibility of ORBTAN also made it useful for investigating the effects of short burns of 

the HCTs such as the initial burn-in maneuvers. 

HYTOP 

The main tool for finding the structure of the combined chemical-EP transfer was HYTOP, 

Aerospace's HYbrid Trajectory Optimization Program.  It can optimize both EP-only and chemical-

EP hybrid trajectories.  This was the tool that found the optimal, non-intuitive intermediate orbit 

between the chemical phase and EP phase that was actually used for Al Yah 3's orbit raising, ena-

bling the lifetime savings that was ultimately obtained. 

HYTOP is a hybrid direct-indirect solver of low thrust, Earth-centered problems.  The controls 

are defined by Pontryagin's Minimum Principle. However, HYTOP’s innovative approach removes 

the explicit dependence on integrating the Euler-Lagrange equations to find the time history of the 

co-states. Instead, the co-states are parameterized as piecewise linear segments.  Additionally, to 

speed up the numerical integration, the equations of motion are averaged over one revolution 

around the Earth.  This allows the spacecraft state to be found by solving integrals using quadrature.  

For further details on the inner workings of HYTOP, refer to the paper by Ilgen. 2 

Enhanced Q Law 

The enhanced Q Law (EQLaw) was developed for rapid analysis of EP trajectories and used to 

support the initial stages of Al Yah 3 recovery planning.3  The method is an extension of a Lya-

punov-feedback based low-thrust control law developed by Petropoulos and refined multiple times 

since then4,5.  This method can quickly determine suboptimal continuous thrust trajectories or 

longer transfer time trajectories. For the kinds of trajectories required by Al Yah 3, EQLaw pro-

duces results within about 1% of the optimal solution in terms of transfer time or ΔV, with signifi-

cant runtime and analyst-time advantages, especially for longer transfer times. 

ITOP 

Neither HYTOP nor the EQLaw tool provide flight fidelity EP trajectories nor can they target a 

specific Earth relative longitude.  Aerospace's Indirect Trajectory Optimization Program, ITOP, 

was used for this purpose.  ITOP is a fully indirect optimal control solver using the full six-state 
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and co-state differential equations.  It uses the calculus of variations along with the Minimum Prin-

ciple to derive the necessary conditions for local extrema of low thrust trajectories.  The resulting 

two-point boundary value problems are solved using the shooting method and non-averaged nu-

merical integration.  ITOP was used to design the actual flight plans via a weekly EPOR replan 

process and enabled the desired final Earth-relative longitude to be targeted. 6,7 

TRAJECTORY DESIGN PROCESS 

Two distinct approaches were attempted for handling the coupling between chemical and EPOR 

phases.  First, recovery-by-intuition combines the experience and intuition of trajectory designers 

to make assumptions about problem structure until the full trajectory can be solved.  Second, re-

covery-by-design implements the entire orbit raising sequence as a combined optimization prob-

lem, increasing the complexity of the optimization setup but reducing the reliance on expert intui-

tion.  Brute-force approaches were not attempted because of the need for rapid trajectory design 

and due to the capabilities enabled by The Aerospace Corporation’s toolset providing efficient re-

covery-by-design analysis paths. 

Design by Experience and Intuition 

Quick turnaround times normally require the trajectory designer to define at least part of the 

trajectory strategy by intuition or experience.  For the Al Yah 3 recovery, it was quickly seen that 

only two of the three main GEO parameters (SMA, eccentricity, and inclination), could be achieved 

at the end of the chemical phase. Two recovery-by-intuition options were proposed: 

Option 1: Target near-GEO SMA and zero eccentricity, minimize inclination 

Option 2: Target near-GEO SMA and zero inclination, then minimize eccentricity 

Each option leaves the remainder of the change in the minimized parameter (inclination or ec-

centricity) to the EP system.  For each case, the chemical and EP phase are solved serially, as 

illustrated in Figure 5. Manual iteration on the hydrazine used in the chemical phase is required as 

an outer loop to the entire process.  

In addition to the minimum-time trajectory for each of these options, there is a range of mini-

mum-fuel trajectories that provide increasingly better performance for increasingly more transfer 

time.  The resulting performance of these two options are presented in Figure 6, where Option 2 

provides superior OML in both the min-time and min-fuel cases.  The step change between Option 

1 and Option 2 is illustrated in Figure 7, demonstrating that increasing transfer time does not nec-

essarily compensate for a suboptimal choice of chemical mission strategy. 

Knowing that the choice of intermediate orbit makes a substantial difference, a designer is mo-

tivated to test out other chemical strategies.  However, testing each strategy requires repeating the 

process outlined in Figure 5. In cases like the Al Yah 3 recovery, limited time and resources further 

reduce the chances of finding an optimal strategy this way.  If the tools are available, a much more 

efficient approach is to optimize the intermediate orbit directly, achieving recovery by design.  
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Figure 5. Recovery-by-Intuition Process (Manual Iteration Required) 

 

Figure 6. Performance of two Recovery-by-Intuition Options. 
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Figure 7. OML trade-off with Transfer Time for Recovery-by-Intuition Options 

Combined Optimization for Recovery by Design 

Folding the intermediate orbit selection directly into the optimization framework allows the en-

tire recovery trajectory to be designed together, leading to more optimal intermediate orbit selection 

as well as quicker turnaround since less total cases need to be evaluated.  The resulting simplified 

process illustrated in Figure 8 utilizes the innovative features of HYTOP to make the chemical 

mission and EPOR phases part of the same parameter optimization problem, simultaneously solved 

by a gradient-based nonlinear programming (NLP) solver.  In this case, the choice of hydrazine 

allocation must still be iterated manually.  The reduction to one manual parameter not only speeds 

up the convergence loop, but removes the need to guess an optimal intermediate orbit or chemical 

mission strategy – a suboptimal guess is sufficient to seed the optimization. 

This process of recovery by design enabled significant performance gains for Al Yah 3, illus-

trated in Figure 9.  The solutions found in this combined optimization outperform the two strategies 

guessed by intuition and experience, providing the win-win of low finite burn loss (high OML) and 

short transfer time.  In addition to bringing OML near the theoretical best possible value, the re-

duction in transfer time to 50 days provided a compelling advantage to Yahsat, enabling the space-

craft resources to be brought to market sooner. 

The analysis speed provided by the recovery-by-design process was critical for Al Yah 3 since 

the AoP drift caused by J2 was perturbing the orbit in a disadvantageous direction.  The 1.5 weeks 

used to plan the recovery trajectory reduced OML by 0.25-0.5 years, as indicated by the shift in the 

theoretical estimate line in Figure 9 (solid blue to dashed blue).  A slower design process would 

have further reduced the achievable OML.  With the J2-induced drift accounted for, the designed 

recovery comes very close to the theoretical best estimate OML. It should be noted that a small 

perigee raise maneuver was performed during the first week planning the recovery but this maneu-

ver was not optimized.  This burn was performed for safety of flight reasons but was not large 

enough to significantly lower the J2 AoP drift. In fact, a contemporaneous decision was made to 

slightly lower inclination with this burn (based on experience and intuition alone), which may have 

been somewhat counter-productive, as shown in a later section.  
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Because the min time (continuous thrust) solution is now near the best-case ideal recovery, little 

additional benefit in OML is possible by using a min fuel transfer with a longer time-of-flight.  

Because the theoretical estimate of OML was not determined until after the recovery trajectory was 

planned, the relatively flat nature of the OML vs TOF Pareto front was verified with HYTOP EP 

and EQLaw.  Both methods were used in parallel because of the time-critical nature of the recovery:  

HYTOP would provide more optimal results, but EQLaw could be run more quickly and with fewer 

 

Figure 8.  Recovery-by-Design Process (Reduced Manual Iteration Required) 

 

Figure 9. Recovery-by-Design outperforms both Recovery-by-Intuition options 
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assumptions about solution structure, demonstrating how the tools make a powerful pair.  Although 

gains of a couple months are possible, the maximum achievable OML quickly flattens out, as shown 

by how close the green circle and blue square are in Figure 9.   

This unusual condition is primarily tied to the AoP of the intermediate orbit.  During recovery 

operations, a parameter study was conducted with EQLaw to verify this behavior and check for the 

possibility of other local minima. Subsequent analysis revealed the underlying physical mechanism 

behind low finite burn loss and the relatively flat Pareto front, as discussed in later sections. 

Comparison of Candidate Solutions 

The significant performance differences between the three solution strategies (Option 1, Option 

2, and Combined Optimization) shown in Figure 9 are tied to significant but non-intuitive differ-

ences in the chemical mission target orbits, illustrated in Figure 10 and Table 2.  They show that 

the optimal intermediate chemical mission target falls somewhere in between Options 1 and 2 in 

inclination and eccentricity.  Further, the optimal value for semi-major axis is super-GEO, whereas 

the experience-based options chose a value at or near GEO.  These differences illustrate the diffi-

culty, and in fact near-impossibility, of guessing an optimal orbit without directly including it in 

the optimization.  This optimal solution was found by end-to-end optimization of chemical and 

EPOR phases in HYTOP, which could use the chemical propellant not only to move towards GEO, 

but also to set up the EPOR phase for efficiency. 

 

Figure 10. Intermediate orbits between chemical and EP phases for the three options. 

Table 2. Intermediate chemical mission target orbits compared to separation orbit 

Orbit 
Semimajor 

Axis (km) 
Ecc. 

Inclination 

(deg) 

AoP 

(deg) 

Min EP Time 

(days) 

OML 

(years) 

Separation 28116.2 0.77 20.6 229.6 N/A N/A 

Option 1 Intermediate 42164.0 0.00 14.3 N/A 90 0.6 

Option 2 Intermediate 42262.6 0.41 0.0 329.3 65 5.7 

Optimal Intermediate 43070.2 0.27 5.3 271.0 50 8.4 

COMBINED CHEMICAL-EP OPTIMAL SOLUTION 

The actual optimal flight plan was designed using three tools, ORBTRAN, HYTOP, and ITOP.  

HYTOP found the overall structure of the chemical+EP (hybrid) transfer, ORBTRAN finalized the 
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chemical burns, and ITOP found the high-fidelity EP trajectory with additional necessary opera-

tional constraints not enforceable in HYTOP. The following section will cover some unique be-

haviors seen in the recovery and the impact of some of the important operational considerations.  

Inclination and Argument of Perigee Behavior 

In a typical GTO transfer to GEO, the burns for the inclination change are performed near the 

node-crossing that is furthest from the Earth; the optimal orientation being when the line of nodes 

and line of apsides are commensurate (AoP of 180°). The injection error for Al Yah 3’s AoP at 

229° left both node-crossings relatively close to Earth (Figure 11 and Figure 12). This caused 

inclination changes for the first burn to be inefficient. The combination of high AoP and low perigee 

 

Figure 11. Initial post-deployment orbit (red), target GEO (green), line of nodes (yellow). 

 

Figure 12. Al Yah 3 orbit (blue) after first chemical burn (yellow cone). 
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also produced the counter-intuitive result from the hybrid chemical-EP optimizer to slightly raise 

inclination with the first large chemical burn, while simultaneously lowering AoP and increasing 

perigee (Figure 12). The inclination increase was a by-product of the AoP change. With the lower 

AoP and higher perigee, a node-crossing appeared further away from Earth, and the second chem-

ical burn performed near this location lowered most of the inclination (~12°). A history of the 

changes in AoP and inclination is found in Figure 13. Each subsequent chemical burn after the 

second increased AoP, reaching ~270° at the start of EPOR.  

Early EPOR Thrust Profile 

The combined Chemical-EP optimizer HYTOP placed the argument of perigee at the beginning 

of EPOR at around 270°, as illustrated in Figure 13 and Figure 14.  This means that the line-of-

apsides was approximately orthogonal to the line-of-nodes allowing inclination, apogee, and peri-

gee to change at their optimal locations in the orbit.  Specifically, the optimizer took advantage of 

the fact that the optimal place to change inclination is at the line-of-nodes, and the optimal place to 

raise perigee and lower apogee is at the line-of-apsides.  Consequently, Al Yah 3 could thrust 

throughout the transfer in a direction that was near optimal to change at least one orbital element. 

This made the minimum time solution very similar to the minimum fuel solution and resulted in 

low EP finite burn losses.  Minimum-propellant solutions were calculated to verify this finding, 

providing very small propellant savings for a significant increase in time-of-flight.  Figure 14 and 

Figure 15 show the thrust vector throughout the beginning of EPOR.  

REFINING THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION 

The optimal solution for the intermediate orbit between the chemical and electrical portions of 

the orbit raising was found using HYTOP without explicit constraints.  However, for many real-

world implementation constraints, this was not an ideal solution.  The orbit at the beginning of 

EPOR had to be designed for a reasonable longitude drift rate and targeting.  The refined trajectory 

was slightly sub-optimal in terms of time of flight, but was more attractive for operational reasons. 

 

Figure 13. Inclination and AoP histories for chemical phase. 
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The Optimal Solution 

The optimal intermediate orbit was found in HYTOP without GEO longitude constraints or re-

stricting the Earth relative longitude drift rate.  ITOP then targeted the desired Earth relative longi-

tude of 13.1° W.  The ground track trajectory is shown in Figure 16, with the asterisk marking the 

 

Figure 14. Top-Down Visualization of an Early EPOR Orbit Revolution. 

 

Figure 15. Oblique Angle Visualization of an Early EPOR Orbit Revolution. 
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targeted longitude at the equator. As indicated in Figure 16, the ground track wraps completely 

around the Earth, overlapping itself.   

Introducing a Semi-major Axis Constraint 

It was quickly determined that this trajectory was not as robust as desired to potential EP anom-

alies and shutdowns with its high longitude drift rate.  A constraint was added to the semi-major 

axis of the intermediate orbit between the chemical and electrical portions of the orbit raising.  The 

original optimal solution placed the intermediate SMA approximately 900 km above GEO, as 

shown in Table 3.  This caused a high westward drift rate allowing the longitude position of the 

spacecraft during EPOR to wrap completely around the Earth, shown in Figure 16.  It was necessary 

to reduce the intermediate orbit semi-major axis closer to GEO to slow down the westward drift 

rate.   

This additional constraint can be specified explicitly in HYTOP as a part of the optimization 

problem.  Thus, the full end-to-end combined chemical-EP orbit raising problem was optimized 

with this additional constraint.  A comparison of the optimal and constrained SMA EPOR profiles 

is shown as Figure 17.  In the optimal case, the EP phase reduces the semi-major axis from its initial 

value to the target throughout the trajectory.  The drift-rate constrained case forces an increase to 

SMA before decreasing it to the targeted value.  This resulted in a minor increase in transfer time 

by 1 day and a reduction in OML of 0.1 year; however, these small performance penalties were 

deemed to be negligible compared to the operational advantages and margin gained in the event of 

anomalies with new flight hardware.  

 

Figure 16. Optimal Ground Track 

Table 3. Constrained Intermediate Orbit Comparison. 

Orbit 
SMA 

(km) 
e 

Inc 

(deg) 

AoP 

(deg) 

Min EP 

Time 

(days) 

OML 

(years) 

Separation 28116.2 0.77 20.6 229.6 n.a. n.a. 

Optimal  

Intermediate 
43070.2 0.27 5.3 271.0 50 8.4 

Constrained 

Intermediate 
42262.6 0.27 5.1 269.9 51 8.3 
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Figure 17. Optimal and Constrained Semi-major Axis Profile. 

Targeting a Specific Longitude 

After reducing the westward drift rate, it became necessary to place the beginning of EPOR 

orbit at an Earth-relative longitude such that there would be a reasonably small impact from target-

ing the desired longitude at the end of EPOR. It also provided adequate longitude margin in the 

event of an EPOR anomaly.  This was done in HYTOP by varying the number of orbital revolutions 

between each chemical burn, phasing the EPOR start orbit to the desired longitude.  The ground 

track of the selected constrained SMA optimal EP trajectory, with phasing, and without longitude 

targeting is shown in Figure 18. 

With the proper phasing of the start of EPOR orbit determined by HYTOP, ITOP was then used 

to target the desired end of EPOR longitude of 13.1° W, optimizing just the EP portion of the 

trajectory.  This was done using the method of continuation, gradually changing the longitude of 

the end of EPOR until the desired location was reached.  As the longitude target deviated from the 

untargeted optimal of 56° E, the time and fuel cost of the transfer gradually increased as seen in 

Figure 19. Targeting 13.1° W required 0.055 kg of xenon and added 0.035 days to the EPOR dura-

tion.  These increases had a minor impact on OML. Targeting longitude elongated the ground track 

of the EP trajectory compared with the longitude free case, as illustrated by comparing Figure 18 

with Figure 20.  Figure 21 provides a direct comparison of the optimal EPOR versus the imple-

mented plan with a constrained intermediate SMA to reduce Earth-relative longitude drift. 

 

Figure 18. Constrained SMA Optimal Solution Without Longitude Targeting. 
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Figure 19. Cost of Longitude Targeting. 

 

Figure 20. Constrained SMA Optimal Solution Including Longitude Targeting 

 

Figure 21. Earth Relative EPOR Transfer: Optimal (left) and Constrained SMA (right) 

Targeting a Final Inclination and RAAN Combination 

Natural perturbations were used to increase Al Yah 3’s mission life.  Lunar and solar perturba-

tions can cause an orbit’s inclination to naturally decrease over time.  Using this effect, a final Right 

Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN) of 254° was targeted. These perturbations caused the 

GEO GEO
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inclination to drift from 0.1° to 0.05° over 24.3 days, shown in Figure 22.  This period was used 

for payload checkout. The selection of this inclination and RAAN/inclination pairing helped save 

approximately 0.1 year of life by reducing the amount of inclination change needed during EPOR.  

When inclination is low and the orbit is nearly circular, it is relatively inexpensive to quickly change 

RAAN.  To achieve these savings, near the end of EPOR when these conditions were satisfied, 

RAAN was increased quickly to line-up the natural inclination drift, also as shown in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22. Inclination Drift During Checkout and RAAN History for the end of EPOR 

Planned EP Trajectory Profile 

Figure 23 shows the finalized EPOR SMA, perigee, and apogee histories along with the incli-

nation time history. As shown, the inclination monotonically decreases during EPOR with the apses 

converging to GEO.  RAAN and argument of perigee are nearly constant throughout most of EPOR, 

only changing as the spacecraft approaches zero eccentricity and zero inclination.   

 

Figure 23. EPOR Semi-Major Axis, Apse, and Inclination Time Histories 

Implementing the Recovery Plan 

The decision to proceed with the minimum time solution that gave the spacecraft ~8.3 years of 

life after ~51 days of EPOR came from Yahsat.  Both NGIS and Yahsat maintained all spacecraft 

command authority throughout all stages of the actual orbit raising.  Once a recovery was devised 

and agreed upon, FMD provided maneuver plans to NGIS for each chemical burn, who in turn 

converted the plans into spacecraft commands.  Seven burns were executed this way.  The subse-

quent EPOR phase had the FMD team generating weekly re-plans after each orbit determination 

update of the spacecraft state.  The as-flown EPOR implemented real-world constraints to enable 
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thruster switching, provide robustness to unforeseen anomalies (which did not occur), and address 

collision avoidance concerns.  Also included were periodic planned coasts for operational consid-

erations.  Coasts were optimally placed using techniques described in Feistel and Ranieri.7  During 

EPOR, members of The Aerospace Corporation’s Systems Analysis and Simulation Subdivision 

(SASS) augmented the FMD team.  SASS supported on-site at the NGIS control center.  There they 

helped develop processes to reliably convert EPOR maneuvers into commands, performed daily 

orbit determinations, and processed telemetry to calibrate EPOR thruster performance. 

The resulting recovery took approximately 12 weeks.  The combined NGIS and The Aerospace 

Corporation team successfully completed the orbit transfer on April 23, 2018.  Nominally, GEO 

would have been achieved in 2 weeks with a mission life of 15+ years. The Aerospace Corporation 

and NGIS recovery plan enabled a mission life of greater than 8 years to be salvaged with a recov-

ery duration of less than 3 months.  This was a significant win after initial estimates of 5-6 years 

were indicated and only with transfer times longer than 6 months.  These metrics could have re-

sulted in significant business losses to Al Yah 3’s operator, Yahsat.   

CONCLUSION 

The Ariane 5 launch anomaly presented a unique trajectory optimization challenge for Al Yah 

3.  It increased the ideal ΔV required to reach GEO by 50%, with even more required due to finite 

burn losses.  Aerospace’s unique capability allowed recovery at near ideal ΔV, outperforming 

intuition and experience-based, patched optimization techniques.  Aerospace’s HYTOP software 

found a commercially attractive optimal transfer of less than 2 months, and enabled development 

of a full end-to-end recovery plan in approximately 7 days.  The recovery found a min time solution 

with small finite burn losses, behavior not commonly seen in EP transfers.  This provided a win-

win of short transfer time and near-ideal salvaged mission life. Support for the recovery by 

Aerospace extended from the initial recovery design to the end of EPOR.  Ultimately, the recovery 

was a success, with Al Yah 3 handed over to Yahsat on May 30, 2018. 
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